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REVISITING NABOKOV’S THE DEFENSE
AS A MORAL GAME:
WHAT MADE LUZHIN COMMIT SUICIDE?1
______________________

N

abokov’s third novel Zashchita Luzhina (Luzhin’s Defense) (1929–30) was
translated as The Defense (1964) in collaboration with Michael Scammell.2
The novel earned Nabokov the status of rising Russian émigré writer, and has

since been considered “his first masterpiece” — most notably by Brian Boyd in his
exhaustive biography — followed, perhaps, by his later critically-acclaimed works,
Invitation to a Beheading and The Gift.
Although Nabokov’s The Defense has long attracted critical attention, the
methods of analysis have followed certain patterns, such as the analogy to chess,3 the
theme of the “otherworld,”4 and the repetition of words.5 In this sense, the novel is
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regarded as typically “Nabokovian,” and the readings that have proceeded from this
understanding have exhaustively scrutinized these details.6 However, this analysis gives
rise to the question of whether the novel loses value in a wider literary context if readers
find no interest in these typical “Nabokovian” themes? Alluring as they may be,
exclusive treatment to them may divert attention from the core of the novel.
In this paper I shall revisit an almost classical mode of analyzing the novel in
terms of human emotion. Needless to say, the relationship between father and son is a
central motif in Dar (The Gift) and an important theme throughout Nabokov’s works.
Although some scholars view the vicious villain Valentinov, or Luzhin’s dead
grandfather, as wielding considerable influence on the plot, I would like to argue that
such a position tends to undervalue the plot developed around Luzhin’s father, who is
critically maligned as “a very second-rate writer.” However, Nabokov intentionally
deflects readers’ attention from the core of this “psychological” novel: it requires little
effort for us to acknowledge, for example, that the chess theme is noteworthy.
Quite a few critics seem interested in this novel solely for its musical reference,
word repetition, and chess strategy. Yet just as Lolita juxtaposes Humbert Humbert’s
artistic ⎯ albeit egoistic ⎯ illusion of Lolita with the flesh-and-blood Dolores Haze, so
too can The Defense be read as a narrative gambit occluding the flesh-and-blood
Luzhin. I would even suggest that the novel prefigures Lolita in this way. By perusing
Boyd’s paper also can be classified roughly in this category. Brian Boyd, “The Problem of Pattern:
Nabokov’s Defense,” Modern Fiction Studies 33 (1987): 575–604.
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both the Russian and English versions, we can reread the imbroglio between father and
son with attention to the novel’s moral structure.
The novel begins with the sudden notification of the family name as the first
impressive move: “Больше всего его поразило то, что с понедельника он будет
Лужиным / What struck him most was the fact that from Monday on he would be
Luzhin,” (II 309 / D 15)7 and it concludes with the revelation of the first name and
patronymic “«Александр Иванович, Александр Иванович!» ⎯ заревело несколько
голосов. Но никакого Александра Ивановича не было / ‘Aleksandr Ivanovich,
Aleksandr Ivanovich,’ roared several voices. / But there was no Aleksandr Ivanovich”
(II 465 / D 256).8 Some scholars point to the importance of the novel’s structure,
recognizing it as an ironical drama in which the self is awakened through the revelation
of the last name and the effacing of the first name.9 Though I wholly agree with the
importance of this scheme,10 I do not believe we have found a perfect solution for it. In
other words, we have not yet guessed the elegance of this scheme as the author
designed.
In my opinion, the elegance of this plot arc rests on the fact that the hero is called not
only by his first name but also by his patronymic. Here, readers learn both Luzhin’s first
name and that of his father, easily derived from the patronymic.11
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Nabokov prepared for the final revelation of Luzhin’s patronymic from the
beginning of the novel. Endowing the boy with a surname, his father says, initiates him
into the sphere of socialized men, and the duties and responsibilities of “grown-ups” (II
310 / D 18). If the father is “настоящий Лужин / the real Luzhin” (II 309 / D 15), the
child must start life as an incomplete copy, “the false Luzhin.” When Luzhin was
bullied at school, the malicious schoolmates said that his father is “писатель очень
второго сорта / a very second-rate writer” (II 318 / D 30). Generally speaking, one sees
a child through preconceived notions based on his or her parents. Thus, Luzhin falls
victim to aggressive ostracizing at the hands of his classmates who use his father’s lack
of craft as means to ridicule. However, parents occasionally benefit from social reevaluation based on their children’s accomplishments, as when Luzhin’s father shares
his son’s fame as a chess prodigy, thus becoming a writer of “modest literary fame” in
foreign newspapers (II 349 / D 79). These associations haunt Luzhin even after his
father’s death. In the latter part of the novel, a guest to his Berlin house compares
Luzhin to his father: “Лицом не похож, но есть что-то аналогичное в наклоне плеч”
(II 448-49) “He doesn’t look like him but there’s something analogous in the set of the
shoulders” (D 231).
The fact that both father and son are called “Luzhin” throughout the novel
suggests the nature of their inseparable identities. In other words, they share the same
code “Luzhin,” confounding the reader’s ability to distinguish father from son, even
though these two Luzhins are sometimes differentiated with generational markers
“Лужин старший / Luzhin senior” and “маленький Лужин / Luzhin junior.”
The young, poorly educated, and stubborn Luzhin cannot transcribe the sentence his
father dictates: “Это ложь, что в театре нет лож” [It is a lie that in the theater there is
no box seat] (my translation). Luzhin “оставлял просто пустые места / simply leaves
blanks” for the words “ложь” [lie] and “лож” [box seat]. Just as the spellings of these
Russian words are similar, and suggest the family name “Luzhin” (II 310 / D18), so too
readers must learn to distinguish the two Luzhins in the text.
Russian version the word “имя” gives not only the English “first name” in a narrow sense, but also
the vague concept of “name,” including the patronymic and one’s surname more broadly. Thus,
Luzhin here can be called not only by his first name but also by any combination of his names—that
is, by his first name, patronymic or his surname. It is probable that Nabokov intentionally left this
ambiguity in the Russian but was unable to reproduce it in the English. The English self-translation
reads as follows: “Somebody called him loudly by his name and patronymic” (D 254).
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Nabokov must have been very aware of the responsibility and difficulty in
inheriting a surname. During his so-called Russian years, Nabokov wrote under the nom
de plume V. Sirin in order to avoid the name of his father, the famous liberal politician
Vladimir Dmitrievich Nabokov. In the English version of The Defense, the inevitable
weight of inheriting a surname is expressed in another way, as Luzhin’s father dictates
to his son: “Being born in this world is hardly to be borne” (D 18). The aforementioned
reveals another theme of the novel — “life is torture” — a crucial theme in a novel from
which Luzhin’s father most certainly drew other inspiration, Anna Karenina. Luzhin
vaguely remembers the book in the hospital much later on.
Until we obtain a pair of first names, we cannot substitute the purposefully vague
family name “Luzhin” with the proper first names. In other words, we are meant to
unbind the two Luzhins from the burden of inheriting a surname. However, we must
wait to do so until the end of the novel.
Now that we have understood the structure, we must still grasp the distance
between father and son in order to appreciate why the two names remain unspoken until
the last scene of the novel. Even though he does not understand him, there is no doubt
that the father, Luzhin senior, feels affection for his son, Luzhin junior. However, his
great expectations sometimes weigh too heavily on his son’s mind. When young Luzhin
happens upon the dedication left in his father’s book: “Эту книгу я писал, думая о
твоем будущем, мой сын / I wrote this book thinking of your future, my son” (II 320 /
D 33), he feels shame for his poor performance in school. When his genius finally
flowers, it is neither in school nor in the music world, as his father had hoped, but on the
chessboard. Nevertheless, as his career begins with a patricidal victory over Luzhin Sr.,
the further the young Luzhin advances in chess, the more estranged the two Luzhins
become. Luzhin’s success takes him increasingly farther from his father, rendering
reconciliation an increasingly remote possibility (II 361 / D 96). Even after he earns
first-rate status, his father remains a “постыдное воспоминание / shameful
recollection” (II 361 / D 96). Unable to attend his father’s funeral because of a
tournament, Luzhin’s shame then prevents him from visiting his father’s grave in Berlin.
This awkward, albeit familiar, emotion between father and son is the main theme of the
first part of the novel.
Once we notice their estranged relationship, we begin to understand that Luzhin
avoided saying his patronymic after his father’s death. For example, during the scene of
his first visit to his fiancée’s house, his future father-in-law twice asks him his name and
patronymic (II 376; 377 / D 120; 121). These questions are quite natural: in formal
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Russian one cannot talk smoothly with another person without knowing her/his name
and patronymic. Luzhin, however, succeeds in pulling off just such a feat by deflecting
the inquiry with an exposition on chess strategy—that is, the notion that there are two
kinds of moves to improve your situation on a chessboard: “cильный ход / strong
move” and “тихий ход / quiet move” (II 377 / D 121). This brief conversation strikes
the interlocutor and readers as an illustration of his social myopia, his inability to
meaningfully engage in situations away from the chessboard. Careful re-readers,
however, may look for the mechanism keeping Luzhin’s first name secret until the last
page of the novel. At the level of Luzhin’s psychological state, it appears that he was
unconsciously afraid to say his patronymic, thereby revealing his father’s name and his
intense shame. By means of this “quiet move,” Luzhin hides his name and
simultaneously reveals the novel’s main device.
The next example shows Luzhin’s fear more explicitly. Luzhin enters into a brief
conversation with the bully Petrishchev: “«Позволь, Лужин... Твое имя-отчество...
Ах, кажется, помню, — Антон... Антон... Как дальше?» «Ошибка, ошибка», —
содрогнувшись, сказал Лужин” (II 427). “Tell me, Luzhin... Your first name and
patronymic? ...Ah, I seem to remember — Tony... Anton.... What next?’ ‘You’re
mistaken, mistaken,’ said Luzhin with a shudder” (D 197).12 Though Petrishchev indeed
mixes up his name with that of the protagonist of his father’s book, what frightens
Luzhin was the very likely possibility that Petrishchev could link him directly to his
father’s work. Luzhin is positively unable to answer Petrischev’s prodding, “What
next?” The only satisfactory response would have been Luzhin’s patronymic—the name
of his father.
Limited to small talk, Petrishchev casually reminisces about the geography
teacher, whom Luzhin secretly knew as a skilled chess player. Regardless, here we find
a small difference between the Russian and English versions: The Russian version
reads: “Помните, помнишь, Лужин, Валентина Иваныча? Как он с картой мира
ураганом влетал в класс?” [Do you remember, thou remember, Luzhin, Valentin
Ivanovich? How he used to fly like a hurricane into the classroom, holding a map of the
world?] (II 428 my translation). The English version reads as follows: “Do you
remember our geographer, Luzhin? How he used to fly like a hurricane into the
classroom, holding a map of the world?” (D 198). As Alexandrov points out,13 the name
12
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“Valentin Ivanovich” directly suggests Valentinov. I would suggest, moreover, that the
patronymic “Ivanovich” in fact echoes Luzhin’s—Petrishchev unknowingly answers his
own question “What next?” It seems reasonable to infer that Nabokov felt the teacher’s
patronymic would not have the intended effect with English readers, and deleted it in
the English version.
Fleeing Petrischev’s inquiry, Luzhin leaves the hall with half-opened eyes as if he
were trying to erase Petrishchev’s very presence (II 429 / D 200). This gesture reminds
us of the scene in which little Luzhin “narrowed his eyes and turned away as if he had
not seen his father” when Luzhin Sr. visits him at school (II 317 / D 28). Even after
death, his father’s presence still weighs heavily on Luzhin. That is perhaps why he is
unable to answer his fiancée’s question during their first meeting: “Он [. . .] очень
любил вас / He must have been [. . .] very fond of you” (II 332 / D 83). Luzhin may
have known it to be true, but for that very reason, he is incapable of an affirmative
response. The patronymic represents an inseparable bond between Luzhin Sr. and his
son, present even after his passing. In light of these facts, we can now clearly recognize
the significance of the revelation of the pair of names at the end of the novel.
In the latter part of the novel, we witness a shift in focus to the relationship
between Luzhin and the nameless woman. Yet, this does not imply that the father-andson relationship has faded from the novel. Though no longer in the foreground, it casts a
shadow on Luzhin’s life. As Brian Boyd has suggested, we may interpret the influence
of the dead on the mundane world as the author’s right to arbitrarily interfere with the
story, as well as an echo of the otherworld. Certainly, such interpretations are
convincing – many details could be read to suggest supernatural influence. In this paper,
however, I would like to offer a more earthly explanation.
There are three main factors behind readers’ adoption of the concept of the
“otherworld” when engaging in close readings of the latter half of the novel. First,
readers underestimate the humanity and tenderness of Luzhin’s character. Second,
readers underestimate the influence of Luzhin Sr. as a parent and a writer. Finally,
readers overemphasize the “chess theme.” These reasons are intertwined, and it is
difficult to examine them separately; if the readers are seduced into such a reading, it is
the result of Nabokov’s deliberate misdirections. Interestingly, it seems to be easier for
professional Nabokovians rather than lay readers to fall into Nabokov’s trap.
To begin, we will look at the first and second motivations. Indeed, on the surface
Luzhin pays little attention to his dead father. However, it is more appropriate to say that
he is unable to accept the death of his father because he had been absorbed in chess and
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thus lost the opportunity to develop a relationship with his father — an experience part
and parcel to a normal life. Even death is insufficient to remove the memory of the
departed. Although his father’s expectations were a psychological burden for Luzhin,
that does not mean that Luzhin never desired paternal recognition. Instead of his real
father, he sought affection from his “chess father,” Valentinov (II 339 / D 93). However,
Valentinov saw Luzhin not as a child but as a commodity, whereas Luzhin desired a
figure to whom he could express filial affection.
His entangled emotions toward his father first appear to be unconscious. During
their first encounter, the nameless woman puzzles over Luzhin’s dry attitude toward his
father, who had passed away only a month before. She even wonders: “как
таинственно было то, что, несмотря на очевидную вялость его отношения к отцу,
он все-таки выбрал именно этот курорт, именно эту гостиницу, как будто ждал от
когда-то уже виденных предметов и пейзажей того содрогания, которого он без
чужой помощи испытать не мог / how mysterious it was that despite the evident
tepidity of his relationship with his father, he had chosen precisely this resort and
precisely this hotel, as if expecting to receive from these once-seen objects and
landscapes the tingle he was unable to experience without outside assistance” (II 352-53
/ D 84). As with other questions in this novel that we will return to later, her question is
left unanswered; but before proceeding to the next “move,” we can revisit a question the
heroine herself appears to quickly forget.
Nabokov often wrote such questions in his novels, but it is rarely the case that he
leaves his readers without hints or answers. In many cases, Nabokov hides the keys to
the mystery in the work itself. We must seek that key before looking to otherworldly or
deus ex machina interpretations that allow readers to entertain any number of
possibilities. In fact, Nabokov frames the problem in the first half of the novel, complete
with suggestions for how to go about solving it. We shall look, for example, at the scene
in which little Luzhin first plays chess with his father. Luzhin attempts to guess why,
upon returning home late from a meeting with his publisher, his father suddenly
proposes they play chess, though “самое простое объяснение не приходило ему в
голову, как иногда, при решении задач, ключом к ней оказывается ход, который
представляется запретным, невозможным, естественным образом выпадающим из
ряда возможных ходов / the most obvious explanation did not occur to him, just as
sometimes in solving a problem its key turns out to be a move that seemed barred,
impossible, excluded quite naturally from the range of possible moves” (II 339 / D 63).
Even though infant Luzhin was unable to hit upon the answer, we easily comprehend
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“the most obvious explanation”: his aunt, who is Luzhin Sr.’s mistress, has divulged to
his father that young Luzhin has been coming to her to play chess. In other words, we
may extract from this “fatherly clairvoyance” the way to solve the problem encountered
later in the novel, namely Luzhin’s enigmatic return to the resort. The narrator’s kind
hint here about a “move that seemed barred, impossible, excluded quite naturally from
the range of possible moves,” suggests a similarly clear solution to the resort mystery.
To return to the question posed by the nameless woman: why does Luzhin
choose to revisit the hotel where he and his father once stayed during his childhood?
Here “the most obvious reason,” as unclear to the lady as to the reader, is that Luzhin
simply misses his father. Our tendency to view Luzhin as emotionally indifferent
obscures this simple solution: a child’s love for his or her parents is as natural an
emotion as that of a parent for his or her child. The emotions we harbor toward the dead
continue to bind the living, even without recourse to the supernatural or to “the other
world.” This explanation is so obvious that it may escape our attention—a key motif of
the entire novel.
Readers overlook Luzhin’s hidden emotion because little Luzhin is not depicted
as a sensitive boy, even when considered in the most favorable light. He does not feel
compassion for Dantès when his tutor recites Le Comte de Monte-Cristo (II 309 / D 16);
he smashes a beetle for fun (II 313 / D 22); and, searching old magazines for chess
problems, he passes over “голодающие индусские дети, толстопузые скелетики /
starving Indian children (potbellied little skeletons)” (II 334 / D 54). He even tears the
pressed flowers, his mother’s memento, out of sheer childishness (II 338 / D 61).
Nursing Luzhin in the hospital, however, Mrs. Luzhin discovers how “Несмотря
на невежественность, несмотря на скудость слов, Лужин таил в себе едва
уловимую вибрацию, тень звуков, когда-то слышанных им / Despite his ignorance,
despite the meagerness of his vocabulary, Luzhin harbored within him a barely
perceptible vibration, the shadow of sounds that he had once heard” (II 408 / D 168).
Though we, as readers, tend to take our cues from “his ignorance,” “the meagerness of
his vocabulary,” and his inexplicable acts, in his adulthood, Luzhin proves more
complex. Despite those scenes of reluctant transcriptions, his father’s instruction took
root after all; indeed, in some sense, Luzhin’s father is still alive.
Let us look in detail at the scene in which Luzhin and his wife are out strolling on
the streets of Berlin. Noticing some oranges, he recalls how his father described for him
the musculature characteristic of specific Russian pronunciations: “как его отец
утверждал, что, когда произносишь «лимон», делаешь поневоле длинное лицо, а
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когда говоришь «апельсин», — широко улыбаешься / how his father had asserted
that when you pronounce ‘leemon’ (lemon) in Russian, you involuntarily pull a long
face, but when you say ‘apelsin’ (orange) — you give a broad smile” (II 430 / D 203).
After passing his father’s house, he turns his attention to a mannequin in a store window
advertising a fountain pen.
[Б]юст воскового мужчины с двумя лицами, одним печальным, другим
радостным,

поочередно

отпахивал

то

слева,

то

справа

пиджак:

самопишущее перо, воткнутое в левый карманчик белого жилета, окропило
белизну чернилами, справа же было перо, которое не течет никогда. Лужину
двуликий мужчина очень понравился, и он даже подумал, не купить ли его.
(II 431)
[T]he wax dummy of a man with two faces, one sad and the other joyful,
was throwing open his jacket alternately to left and right: the fountain pen clipped
into the left pocket of his white waistcoat had sprinkled the whiteness with ink,
while on the right was the pen that never ran. Luzhin took a great fancy to the
bifacial man and even thought of buying him. (D 204)14
This sentence serves as a hub connecting previous descriptions and emotional
associations. A fountain pen is the symbol par excellence of a writer; the mannequin’s
half-joyful and half-sad face may well manifest the orange and lemon in Luzhin’s
memory of his father. One might also remember the scene in which Luzhin mistook his
father’s sobbing for laughter after word came of his wife’s death: “он услышал, - отец
быстро приближается к его спальне по коридору и как будто громко хохочет.
Дверь с размаху открылась, и отец вошел, протягивая, словно отстраняя от себя,
бумажку, — телеграмму. Слезы лились у него по щекам, вдоль носа, как будто он
обрызгал лицо водой / he heard his father swiftly approach his room along the
corridor, apparently laughing loudly. The door was burst open and his father entered
holding out a slip of paper as if thrusting it away. Tears rolled down his cheeks and
along his nose as if he had splashed his face with water” (II 346 / D 74).
14
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Even though he did not agree to his wife’s idea of visiting his father’s grave, we
must pay attention to Luzhin’s strong interest in the model as displaced emotion: the
“laughing and grieving” mannequin, ironically, manifests complex human emotions.
The nameless woman’s understanding of Luzhin, in turn, appears superficial and naïve.
Luzhin’s sensitivity does not flower “without outside assistance,” as his future
wife intuitively felt during their first encounter. On the surface, the person who awakens
his dormant emotion is Luzhin’s wife herself. There is no need to dwell on her evident
tenderness as the author himself mentions in his preface in the English version (D 10).
The connection between Luzhin’s father and wife has been discussed in Boyd’s
otherworldly reading (595), 15 but here I would like to emphasize that her sweet
temperament has in fact been cultivated by Luzhin Sr.’s book — Tony’s Adventures.
Mrs. Luzhin has a dim recollection of this book without knowing the identity of the
author (II 404 / D 162). The author evidently wrote this book with the hope that: “мой
сын всегда будет относиться к животным и людям так, как Антоша / my son will
always treat animals and people the same way as Tony” (II 320 / D 33). Luzhin’s wife
literally inherits such clichéd kindness. Tony rescues a stray dog on the street in the
book, for example; in correlation, Mrs. Luzhin expresses her fondness for dogs (II 367 /
D 106). More significantly, she successfully draws Luzhin’s attention to the poor dogs
in the painting The Last Supper. After this “sentimental education,” Luzhin becomes
aware of the agony of sinners in hell (II 423 / D 191). His father’s work finally succeeds
in indirectly educating Luzhin through Mrs. Luzhin.
Given the evaluation of Luzhin Sr. as “second-rate,” readers may hesitate to
acknowledge that his work influenced the future Mrs. Luzhin. Still, we should not
overlook, the fragment of conversation overheard at the party at Luzhin’s Berlin
apartment: “Милый, хороший был человек, но как писатель... Что? Вы разве
находите, что эти олеографические повести для юношества... / He was a good soul,
a nice fellow, but as a writer... What? Do you really find that those oleographic tales for
youngsters...” (II 448-49 / D 231). Here the words break off, requiring readers to fill in
the missing dialogue. The individual who must have refuted the evaluation of Luzhin
Sr.’s work as “oleographic” is Petrov, a man elaborately depicted by the narrator as
follows: “Единственным его назначением в жизни было сосредоточенно и
благоговейно нести то, что было ему поручено, то, что нужно было сохранить
непременно, во всех подробностях, во всей чистоте / His sole function in life was to
15
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carry, reverently and with concentration, that which had been entrusted to him,
something which it was necessary at all costs to preserve in all its detail and in all its
purity” (II 448 / D 230). Considering Petrov only appears once in the entire novel, this
“something” seems to be the news that Luzhin’s father was in fact not a “very secondrate writer.” His works may not be skillfully crafted: the novel in question is full of
misprints (II 347 / D 75) and the plot’s tension mysteriously dissolves according to the
author’s convenience (II 404 / D 162). However, his stories have power over the human
imagination, causing readers to feel sympathy.16 Compared with Luzhin’s grandfather, a
musician “склонным, в зрелые годы, к сомнительному блистанию виртуозности /
susceptible, in his mature years, to the doubtful splendors of virtuosity” (II 315 / D 25)
and quickly forgetten; or Valentinov, the composer of a chess problem who is “холодна
и хитра / cold and cunning” (II 460 / D 248), might we not suspect Luzhin’s father of a
certain gift? The unsavory evaluations, after all, never come from the narrator, but
sources like Luzhin’s malicious classmate, while the narrator carefully avoids judgment.
Swayed by our own ideas about Nabokov as a meticulous writer, we too quickly assume
which kind of work—hollow, albeit superficially brilliant, technique or the somewhat
awkwardly moving story—the author must be supporting.
Once again, the “move that seemed barred, impossible, excluded quite naturally
from the range of possible moves” serves a key to the entire novel; meanwhile Nabokov
misleads most readers through his literary tour de force. At first glance, no reader will
doubt that the main theme is chess: the “chess theme”—Luzhin’s first encounter with
chess, his flowering talent, and his last match against Turati—is vividly developed in
the first half of the novel. A preconceived notion that chess is a Nabokovian “emblem”
further promotes such a reading. However, while chess certainly plays a significant role
in this novel, an overemphasis on the game sometimes clouds not only Mrs. Luzhin’s
judgment but also that of the readers’.
Ironically, Mrs. Luzhin, the woman responsible for sparking “the tingle” in
Luzhin, remains an ineffectual reader of his emotions. Dragging Luzhin out of his
apartment to take his mind off of the game, she pays full attention to an ephemeral chess
scene in a film, failing to observe the tears gathering in Luzhin’s eyes. “А отец,
продолжая дрожание, принимается медленно открывать объятья, и вдруг она
опускается на колени перед ним. Лужин стал сморкаться. Когда же они вышли из
16
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кинематографа, у него были красные глаза, и он покашливал и отрицал, что
плакал / And the father, continuing the trembling, slowly opens his arms, and suddenly
she kneels before him. Luzhin began to blow his nose. When they left the movie house
he had red eyes and he cleared his throat and denied that he had been crying” (II 423 / D
192). The echo the film bears to Luzhin’s own story is worthy of note: a runaway girl
finds fame as an actress and returns home. There, the prodigal daughter finds her father
playing chess with a doctor (Luzhin’s father also made a habit of playing chess with a
physician). The narrative of the film, and not its fake chess scene, prompts Luzhin’s
tears. Mrs. Luzhin and the reader, however, are too preoccupied with chasing the “chess
theme” to understand Luzhin’s tears.17 Thus Luzhin, an eccentric who appears to be
obsessed with chess, actually reveals his yearning for his dead father and, by extension,
his capacity for tenderness.
Again, it seems unwarranted to reduce all the elements to the chess theme.18
Toker points out the risk involved in persisting in this analogy with chess: “superficial
chess patterns would divert the reader from the psychological subtlety of the novel and
from the complexity of its texture.”19 Mrs. Luzhin’s overemphasis on⎯and efforts to
keep Luzhin away from⎯chess predicts the readers’ own seduction by the chess
theme.20 The narrator’s hidden aim seems to be to divert Mrs. Luzhin and the readers’
attention from another more important motif by using chess as a decoy.
Nabokov uses this technique throughout the novel. Near the end, guests from the
USSR visit Luzhin’s house in Berlin. There, a female acquaintance of Luzhin’s aunt
who knows Luzhin’s history as a chess player unblushingly attempts to ask him about
chess. As a result, Luzhin remembers his profession and the novel approaches its tragic
endgame. Of note is the woman’s arrival with her son, who we should not disregard.
Luzhin’s awkward conjuring trick, meant to entertain the child and comically
17
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culminating with the appearance of a pocket chess set, suggests another significant
motif — emotional growth. Luzhin behaves like a parent with this child, replaying the
father-son thematic. In his own way, Luzhin tries to please this sullen boy, who
resembles the pre-adolescent Luzhin. He feeds the boy chocolates (II 438 / D 215) in a
scene that corresponds with an earlier episode in which Luzhin’s mother plies young
Luzhin with candies (II 337 / D 60). Luzhin even attempts an unskilled magic trick for
the boy, because he himself loved magic in his childhood.
When Mrs. Luzhin asks Luzhin to bring her coat so that she may see off the
guests, Luzhin instead brings the child’s coat (II 441 / D 220). Seemingly an irreverent
act on the surface, the misunderstanding seems drawn from his past experience: during
the coachride to the station a little Luzhin shows only resentment to his mother
worrying that he is cold (II 311 / D 18); later, he runs away from home wearing an
autumn coat in the winter only to catch a bad cold (II 343 / D 70). Considering these
past experiences, we might regard this behavior as a signal of emotional growth. The
boy looks precisely like little Luzhin; but “grown-up” Luzhin behaves quite differently
from the boy — like an adult tenderly bearing in mind a child’s wellbeing.
The shift from child to adult is made all the more clear in the final episode, when
Luzhin discovers a portable chess set in his coat while searching for a distraction for the
child. Upon seeing the positions on the chessboard, Luzhin recalls first learning chess
from his aunt and recognizes the repeated pattern of his fate: the creeping child here on
the carpet is “его двойник, маленький Лужин / double, little Luzhin,” on the other
hand, “опять он попался / again he [the little Luzhin] had been caught” (II 441 / D
219). In his first chess lesson, Luzhin was caught by his father; now, the grown-up son
— adult Luzhin — has been caught by the side of “little Luzhin.”
The repetition of the name clearly demonstrates that the relationship between the
child from the USSR and Luzhin is modeled after that between little Luzhin and his
father. In fact, Nabokov renamed this child “Ivan” from “Mit’ka” in the English
version, probably avoiding his own son’s name to shun banal autobiographical readings.
Though Ivan is a common name, re-readers will realize that there was another “Ivan” in
this novel: Luzhin’s father, the author Ivan Luzhin. This doubled repetition in the names
suggests that one cannot escape from the ties between father and son. What repeats in
this scene is not only the chess motif, but the motif of father and son.
This particular renaming is all the more significant for being the sole name
change in the English version; and as Jane Grayson has observed, the translation of The
Defense is far more faithful to the original than other Nabokov translations (for
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example, Despair or King, Queen, Knave).21 The revision could reflect Nabokov’s
judgment that clues based on the patronymic would fly past English readers. However,
had he offered the same hints in the Russian as in the English version, the association
would have been too obvious.
In the Russian version, the child is only referred to as “Митька” [Mit’ka] — a
pet name for Dmitri — never by his full name. This does not imply that his name is
meaningless; we should merely notice the child is called by his pet name. In the
beginning of the novel, young Luzhin asks his father: “будут ли и дома звать его
Лужиным / whether at home, too, they would call him Luzhin” (II 311 / D 18). His
father informs him that after the following Monday he will be referred to only by his
family name. As we have already seen, in this novel there are many unanswered
questions and incomplete conversations; the author urges readers to puzzle out the
missing information. Here the solution is quite simple: children are never called by their
family names at home: there are two Luzhins in the home, and children are always
called by pet names (if the child’s name is Aleksandr, for example, his pet name would
be Sasha, Saschenka, etc.). The “answer” to little Luzhin’s question comes eighteen
years later: the child is called by his pet name.22
What is significant here is not only the patronymic but also the level of
formality. Usually parents and children use the informal second-person personal
pronoun “ты,” but Luzhin uses the more formal and distant “вы” with his father. To
make fun, the father imitates his son’s formality (II 338 / D 62). Their manner of
address illustrates the psychological distance between the two Luzhins. In turn, even
after marriage, Mrs. Luzhin does not call her husband by his first name nor the intimate
“ты,” but either by his family name or the formal “вы” (II 422 / D 190). Thus, Luzhin is
momentarily baffled when his mother-in-law addresses him informally “so that at first
Luzhin did not realize to whom she was speaking” (II 415 / D 179). In this context, the
title of his father’s book Приключения Антоши [Adventures of Antosha] is profoundly
suggestive: “Антоша” [Antosha] is a diminutive pet name for “Антон” [Anton].23
21
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Antosha is literally petted, indicating how Luzhin Sr. must have imagined a happy
family. Likewise, Mrs. Luzhin devotes her generous affections to Luzhin, yet she cannot
call him Sasha to the end. If the “home” to which Luzhin hopes to return is a space
where he will be called by his pet name, their sweet home in Berlin fails to live up to
expectations.24
Given this very different reading, we may come to see even the endgame in a
different light. Were Luzhin seized only by chess madness, we might agree that the
novel’s ending reveals an obscure unearthly intervention, as some reviewers have
claimed.25 However, is there no other cause for his suicide? This is the novel’s final
major puzzle.
The pattern of destiny of which Luzhin becomes aware befalls not only him, but
his father as well. Mrs. Luzhin’s suggestion that he should visit his father’s grave serves
as the trigger: should he visit, he would have to have face and accept responsibility for
the destiny he has inherited. Or, to borrow from the lexicon of chess, it would mean
facing the prospect of “promoting” himself from pawn to the “real Luzhin,” the most
important figure on the board. Luzhin avoids and delays this “promotion” throughout
the later part of the novel with such evasive maneuvers as a visit to the dentist, claiming
poor health, and then finally commits suicide the day before his planned visit to his
father’s grave.
We must understand Luzhin’s anguish over the father-son “combination” — in
other words, their shared destiny. Before committing suicide, Luzhin hears “фанфара
name likewise to Tony, thus signaling to anglophone readers that the name is a pet name.
24
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ферзя, идущего на жертвенную гибель / the fanfare of the Queen going to its
sacrificial doom” (II 459 / D 246). The “Queen going to its sacrificial doom” here
indicates the two Mrs. Luzhins. After his secret meeting with Valentinov, Luzhin is
tearfully interrogated by his wife as to his whereabouts. The scene echoes the earlier
moment when his weeping mother questions his father about his infidelity. Luzhin’s
father — Ivan — loved his wife and son, and believed he must fulfill his duty as a father.
At the same time, he was deeply involved in an affair with his wife’s younger cousin
and eventually abandoned his family in Russia, leaving Luzhin’s mother to her death.
Adult Luzhin recognizes the “move that seemed barred, impossible, excluded quite
naturally from the range of possible moves,” that same “most obvious explanation”
which little Luzhin was unable to see. He finally grasps why his father secretly met his
aunt in the resort hotel. Now aware of his father’s crime, Luzhin must have decided any
future involvement with chess would come at the expense of his wife.
As Connolly acutely points out,26 Luzhin’s relationship with chess parallels the
erotic relationship between his father and his aunt. Because he believed it to harm the
game, Valentinov not only forbade Luzhin from engaging in sex but prevented him from
any exposure to it: for Luzhin, chess became a substitute for sensual pleasure.27 In turn,
Mrs. Luzhin selflessly gives her husband everything but sexual pleasure.28 Considering
the generational symmetry between the two Luzhins, it is probable that Luzhin Sr. had a
similarly dispassionate relationship with Luzhin’s mother after she fell ill.
Thus “той же страсти, разрушающей жизненный сон / that same passion
which would destroy the dream of life” refers not only to young Luzhin’s passion for
chess but also to his father’s affair (II 459 / D 246). Due to his affair with his wife’s
younger relative, he lost “the dream of life”—a happy family. The young Luzhin, on the
other hand, encounters the same zugzwang he forces his father into during their first
game — the decision to either forfeit or lose the most cherished piece on the board, the
Queen: “Если так, то мат, а если так, то пропадает ваш ферзь / If you do this its mate
26
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and if you do that you lose your Queen” (II 340 / D 65). His father, a tenderhearted soul,
sought to save his Queen but was unable to do so. The strictures of chess, however,
require that a player must be ready to sacrifice all necessary pieces — amongst which is
the Queen — to save the King. Any hesitation to do so is a manifest vulnerability;
therefore, “эта любовь была гибельна / this love was fatal” (II 459 / D 246). Luzhin’s
seemingly clouded consciousness, here, resembles the “lucid madness” Nabokov
described in his creative process.29
The original title of the novel Защита Лужина [Luzhin’s Defense] does not
reveal its meaning until we find the pattern of the two Luzhins. The two Luzhins
“defend” their respective realities. The father tried to write a novella, Гамбит / The
Gambit, to sublimate the cruel reality of his wife’s death, his bitter air of exile, and his
unapproachable son. The son, however, guesses destiny’s “next move.” This story, then,
is the defense of two awkward men. The original title literally translates as “the Luzhin
defense,” as the author-translator says in the forward (D 7). However, it does not
indicate one Luzhin exclusively. Nabokov renders the Russian “Лужина [Luzhina]” as
“[Mrs.] Luzhin” in English, for example, collapsing the semiotic difference resting on
gender markers.30 Nabokov probably simplified the English title as “The Defense” to
avoid confusion.31
Luzhin’s wife inspired emotion in him, only to force him into suicide, in the
29
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novel’s most salient moment of irony. His father, a similarly tenderhearted man,
suffered greatly when he betrayed his wife. In the same way, Luzhin agonizes over his
compulsion to play chess, which he understands as a betrayal of his Mrs. Luzhin.32 The
true motive for his suicide was to avoid duplicating his father’s mistake: to cause his
wife’s death instead of “выпасть из игры / drop[ping] out of the game.” So, it is truly
saddening that Luzhin gently says farewell to his wife with a “полуулыбку / half-smile”
exactly like that of the two-faced model (II 463 / D 252). Luzhin’s suicidal impulse is
all the more tragic because it is prompted not only by madness but by his own sweettempered heart. Here, then, is the final moral that Nabokov has carefully prepared for us
to find: tenderness not only saves human beings but also tortures and kills them.
The above reading urges us to reconsider Luzhin’s personality. In the foreword to
the English version, Nabokov suggests that Luzhin is endowed with his own “sweet
temper.” (D 11) “[O]f all my Russian books,” he writes, “The Defense contains and
diffuses the greatest ‘warmth’ — which may seem odd seeing how supremely abstract
chess supposed to be” (D 10). At the very least, Luzhin is not a “clichéic” person, as
Rampton has argued.33 Reading the agony of the Luzhins across two generations, we
find shades of emotion beyond superficial patterns of words and phrases. Even though
Mrs. Luzhin’s enormous benevolence did not save her husband,34 we are allowed to
engage with the “living” Aleksandr Ivanovich Luzhin through a compassionate
understanding of his humanity, beyond his mad obsession with chess. If “The Defense
contains and diffuses the greatest ‘warmth’” as Nabokov write, readers must assist in
finding the “tingle” and “warmth” in the novel because it is now our turn.
As the author himself writes in his foreword regarding the “immortal game” of
chess: “[r]ereading this novel today, replaying the moves of its plot, I feel rather like
32
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Anderssen fondly recalling his sacrifice of both Rooks to the unfortunate and noble
Kiseritsky” (D 8). This cryptic suggestion of a parallel with chess simultaneously
misleads and offers clues to the structure of the novel.35 As Moody writes,36 scrutinizing
this game yields little. However, suppose that we interpret the “sacrifice of both Rooks”
as chess itself? Nabokov’s hidden allegory suddenly opens itself up. Nabokov played
like a grand master, using the very motif of chess as a decoy to distract readers from the
heart of the novel. The first important counter-move, then, is to resist the impulse to
draw parallels with the superficial chess plot and look for a metonymic relationship with
the novel’s structure. Instead, this novel presents an utterly unique “chess novel” — a
meta-chess novel in which our opponent is Nabokov himself.
As leading Japanese Nabokov scholar and distinguished chess problem composer
Tadashi Wakashima has pointed out,37 from the structural point of view, Nabokov’s
works are similar to chess problems. Of course, a profound knowledge of chess or chess
problems is not necessary to enjoy this novel; if we try to force the “chess theme,” we
immediately reach a stalemate, as does Luzhin himself. When solving problems,
however, we repeatedly move the figures across the imagined board and try to guess the
composer’s intention. The solver believes not only that the solution exists but also that it
has been composed with a distinct logic. The value of any given chess problem is
judged not by how difficult it is to solve but by how lucidly and elegantly it is
composed. Perhaps we might say a good chess problem is like a good detective story in
which fanciful poisons are not used, and a character introduced late in the denouement
proves not to be the perpetrator — in other words, where narrative tricks are employed
“fairly.”38 Similarly, Nabokov’s readers unconsciously believe that his “problem” is
35
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well composed and never an unfair trap. This feeling could not be more different from
“cold and cunning” Valentinov, quickly uncovered by Luzhin — uncovered, most
importantly, by taking cues from Valentinov’s predictable and egoistic personality.
Nabokov readers, by contrast, need to maintain their belief in Nabokov’s lack of ill
intention. Moreover, Nabokov himself perhaps could not have written this (and similar
works) without believing that readers with a spirit of inquiry would eventually reach the
solution — even after his death.
Yet, is this bond between author and reader really that special? While Nabokov is
a writer who tried to maximize this connection (mirrored, for example, in Luzhin’s
sentimental education at the hands of his wife, an indirect consequence of Luzhin Sr.’s
novel), this is hardly the stuff of the “otherworld.” The above interpretation suggests a
new frame of reference, not only for The Defense, but for Nabokov’s oeuvre. In a
laudable paper, Nabokov studies outsider, Richard Rorty, focuses on the hidden
tenderness and internal cruelty in the novel to suggest how this might lull readers into
overlooking crucial narrative elements.39 Likening chess to Humbert Humbert’s illusion
of Lolita, we may recognize a similar construction in The Defense. In fact, both novels
have received reviews that deem the second parts of both novels comparatively weak. If
we read Lolita from the point of view of Humbert’s Lolita illusion, the second half
seems to be weaker than the first. The same holds for readers seduced by the “chess
theme” in The Defense; the latter half pales by comparison with the first, in which
Luzhin the wunderkind becomes a grandmaster and battles Turati. The more seductive
Humbert’s charm is, however, the more readers are tempted to overlook Lolita’s agony.
Likewise, if we are charmed by the “chess theme” in The Defense, we lose sight of the
subtleness of Luzhin’s emotions in the second half. The narrator in The Defense is not
“unreliable” in a narrow sense; instead, he lays traps for unwary readers. Nevertheless,
the game here has moral consequences: to avoid such snares and to redeem Luzhin. If
we do not notice his humanity, we condemn him to death by madness; if we sense his
tenderness, we recast him as a man who heroically saved his wife. If we regard this
early work as Nabokov’s “first masterpiece,” this reading should help us understand
why.
enigma. The ultimate Nabokovian test is to see whether readers can participate in the text in this way.
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Richard Rorty, “The Barber of Kasbeam,” in Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1989), 141–68. Wakashima indicates that Rorty’s argument could be
applied to other Nabokov works. “Zenbura no kanatahe,” 225.
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